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With 3.3 atmospheric pressure, My Clean Buddy pressurizes the 
solution into a superheated gaseous molecule. Which really helps when 
it comes to disinfecting the air and hard to reach places.

         
 

1. Fill the bottle attachment with your 
disinfecting solution (dilute with 1:20 
ratio, 1 part disinfecting 20 parts 
water), and attach to the My Clean 
Buddy.
2. Plug power cord into power outlet.
3. Power on device by using the switch 
located on the side.

        
      

     

        
      

     

        
      

  

        
      

 

4. Allow for 45 seconds for the device 
to fully power on and begin 
dispensing fog

Using My Clean Buddy is as easy as it 
gets!

Andrew Guzman


Andrew Guzman
.



  
 

 

2) Please clean the device with distilled water after using. Do not use tap 
water, in case there is residual chlorine or chloroform in it.

 

1) Why do people see purple light during use?
 

 

The water molecules coming out of the sprayer are very small, and when 
they come in contact with the skin, no heat is felt.

3) How do I adjust the steam?
By turning the spray regulator clockwise for larger steam and 
counterclockwise for smaller steam.

4) Is there a distance I should stand from objects when spraying?
We recommend standing 3 feet from whatever you are spraying. This  
ensures adequate time for the molecules to become a complete fog, 
allowing for optimal disinfection.

5) I hear a slight “knocking” sound. Is that okay?
  

 

FAQ

             
    

         
Note:

1) The temperature of My Clean Buddy will go up when steaming. Be 
sure to avoid flammable solutions, such as alcohol which can ignite 
during use.

3) Please clean the device with vinegar and distilled water after using, 
doing so will prevent corrosion.

When nano steam goes into the air, some water molecules could be 
mixed. With normal temperature, the small water droplets can reflect 
the violet light with the shortest wavelength (which can be seen by 
human eye), so people will see purple light.

2) Why don’t people feel hot when touching the nano steam?

Yes, because My Clean Buddy uses an internal pump, depending on 
the direction your aiming (up or down), the pump will adjust accordingly 
and may make a sound.



Product Parameter

Warranty Card

Description

Voltage

Color

Power

Bottle volume

Material

Spray ability

Power cord length

Net weight

Gross weight

Product size

Package List

Package size

Item No.

Blue Ray Nano Disinfection Spray Gun

AC110/220V,60/50 HZ

White

1300W

280 ML

PC

22 ML/Min

2.5 M

1.2KG

1.4KG

22*12*21CM

spray gun*1+container*1+user manual*1

25*13*23 CM

PW018

WARRANTY CARD
ONE YEAR FULL WARRANTY

Model No.

Seller’s Name

Purchaser’s Name

Date of Purchase


